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PREPARATION OF THE VINEYARD:
To ensure a flawless function of the cane
puller KOBOLD there are just two important
preparations necessary:
The shoots have to be at least 35 cm higher
than the highest wire.
The wire-frame has to be in a good condition
and has to be as tight as possible.
For the vine cut, the elbow will be released
through approximately three cuts at the
bending-wire. The provided fruit rod will be
shortened at the upper wire so that it cannot
be gathered by the cane puller KOBOLD.
FUNCTION:
The KOBOLD which is installed in the front
will be driven over the vine row. A pair of finger wheels will take the vine wood which was
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released at the elbow from the bending wire
and put it into the KOBOLD. There the pair
of finger wheels and a role keep the capturing wire down. Two driven tires pull the vine
wood carefully out of the wire frame. The
brushing-wheels which are installed in front
of the tires center the rods which makes a
clean pulling in of the vines possible. After
this the rods will be led to the middle of the
row by the cover and put down. Optionally
the cover has a chopper which will crush the
pulled out vine wood before putting down.
NOTE:
To leave the tire rotation speed as it is during changing the adjustment function, there should be two independent oil circles at
the tractor!
Technical requirements:

Hydraulic-requirement of oil: without chopper: min. 28L / minute
With chopper: min 60L / minute
Optionally a hydraulic-unit for the three-point
attachment is available.
In the version with chopper a hydraulic-unit
is part of the standard equipment!
HYDRAULIC REQUIREMENTS:
-1 x s.a.-valve with detent position pressure
free return line
-3 x d.a.-valves (for heights- and width adjustment and to power the finger wheels)
-and 1 d.a. optional for angle adjustment
For the attachment of the lift mast at the
tractor the fitting mounting-brackets can be
ordered from the CLEMENS company.
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